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ABSTRACT
Data videos, motion graphics that incorporate visualizations about facts, are increasingly gaining popularity as a means of telling stories with data. However, very little is systematically recorded about (a) what elements are featured in data videos and (b) the processes used to create them. In this article, we provide initial insights to build this knowledge. We first report on a qualitative analysis of 50 professionally designed data videos, extracting and exposing their most salient constituents. Second, we report on a series of workshops with experienced storytellers from cinematography, graphics design and screenplay writing. We provided them with a set of data facts and visualizations and observed them create storyboards for data videos. From these exploratory studies, we derive broader implications for the design of an authoring tool to enable a wide audience to create data videos. Our findings highlight the importance of providing a flexible tool supporting a non-linear creation process and allowing users to iteratively go back to different phases of the process.
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INTRODUCTION
Storytelling with data is rapidly becoming prominent both in practice and academia. Leading media outlets such as the New York Times and the Guardian are increasingly exposing the general public to stories with visual depictions of data, or narrative visualizations [20, 27]. Data videos – custom motion graphics combining both visual and auditory stimuli to promote a data story – are one among the seven genres of narrative visualizations [27]. The popularity of data videos could be attributed to the diverse forms of narrative structures and the wide range of visuals they expose an audience to within a short presentation time. As a result, researchers have argued that data videos can be highly impactful, making it a particularly interesting form of narrative visualization to study.

Despite the great potential that data videos can offer, we know very little about their constituent characteristics to help create narratives using this medium. Such knowledge can be instrumental in allowing a broader audience to design and craft data videos. We consider this work as a first step toward understanding data videos and a basis for developing, in the future, novel tools geared towards generating compelling data stories using this medium.

As empirical knowledge can be the cornerstone for early design implications [11], we attain our goals with two exploratory studies. In a first exploration, we identify the high-level narrative structures found in professionally created data videos and expose their key components. We carry out a qualitative examination of the narrative structures in 50 professional data videos collected from a range of reputable sources through the lens of established disciplines such as film theory and cinematography [13, 15]. Our findings are structured around the four narrative categories classically used in cinematography: Establishe, Initial, Peak, and Release [13, 25]. We report on the different types of narrative structures formed by the sequencing of these categories and characterize the videos' contents through the varied types of data visualizations, and attention cues used.

Furthermore, to gain an understanding of the various strategies used in the process of creating visual narratives, we observed professional storytellers create storyboards from data and visualizations we provided them. We gain valuable insights through a series of workshops we conducted with 13 experienced storytellers, such as screenwriters, video makers, and motion graphics designers. We describe our observations on the most common processes they employ to build a narrative structure and their consultations for making their video storyboards visually compelling.
RELATED WORK

While the perspective of using data visualizations as a means to communicate is not a recent topic [4], storytelling with data has recently begun to gain more attention in the research community [20, 22, 27]. In particular, the spread of infographics to a wide audience and the development of fields like data journalism create unique opportunities for research in information visualization [16, 23, 29].

Many researchers have taken a step towards filling the gap between data exploration to gain insights and tell stories from these insights. Examples of these efforts include the expansion of data exploration tools to support storytelling scenarios such as GeoTime Stories [14] or Tableau Story Points [18]. Furthermore, several visual analytics systems have integrated storytelling into their designs [18, 28], to allow analysts to annotate stories within the exploratory visual process for example.

Research pieces directly aimed at providing solutions to help people craft narrative visualizations are scarce [12, 21]. We believe that our community needs to develop a larger body of knowledge on narrative visualizations, characterizing their key components but also studying the process to craft them. Such knowledge will inform the design of tools that would help a wide range of people consume and craft stories with data visualization.

Segel and Heer [27] initiated a first step in identifying genres of narrative visualizations by conducting an analysis of 58 narrative visualizations. They proposed a broad view of narrative visualizations integrating in their analysis static infographics, comics, slide-shows, video, and animations. Their insights offer a general sense of the range of visual and narrative components used in storytelling with data.

More focused studies of narrative visualizations have explored specific genres or aspects of narrative visualizations. Bateman et al. [9] and Borkin et al. [10] specifically focused on understanding infographics and what makes them appealing or memorable to a large audience. Hullman et al. [19] discussed categories of rhetorical techniques drawn from an online journalism corpus. The more relevant to ours is Hullman et al.’s [20] work on the analysis of sequences in storytelling with data. While this work focused on specific transitions between visuals, we take a more holistic view of the narrative structure and characterize higher-level structure in data videos.

While these previous studies have deepened our knowledge on the composition of narrative visualizations, identifying what makes them compelling or memorable, none of these studies have looked at the process involved in crafting them. We also aim to fill this gap and report insights on the creation process involved in crafting data videos.

Even though research is sparse regarding the structure of storytelling with data visualizations, there is a wealth of research on narrative story structure in other fields such as literature [15], cinematography [24], or comics [13, 25]. We aimed at building on this body of work, looking at the composition of data videos through this lens. In particular, we analyzed data videos using the theory of visual narrative structures described by Cohn [13]. This approach attempts to unify different perspectives on narrative structures in different genres. Derived from the structure of comics, we also believe it particularly suited to analyzing stories featuring data visualizations.

STUDY 1: ANALYSIS OF DATA VIDEOS

To better understand the content and structure of data videos, we conducted a qualitative analysis of 50 data videos from 8 reputable online sources. A complete list of the videos is included in a companion website1.

Methodology

Data Video Selection
To ensure videos collected have a good quality and likely to have been created by experienced professionals, we selected several from a range of reputable sources as well as those with a high number of views on YouTube.com and Vimeo.com. We collected data via online magazines, government and research center websites, graphic design company websites, and visualization blogs.

In addition, a data video had to meet the following three inclusion criteria to be added to our dataset: 1) it contains a core message and presents arguments supported by data; 2) it includes at least one data visualization; and 3) it follows a narrative format which refers to the spoken or written account of connected events given in a sequence [3].

Data Video Analysis
We conducted both open [17] and close [26] coding of the data. In the first phase, the lead researcher used an open-coding approach to characterize the content of 10 (20%) of the videos. Through the discussion of these codes among three researchers over three sessions, we selected two dimensions: Data Visualization Type and Attention Cues. Since our final code-set was composed of well-defined types such as bar charts and scatterplots for visualizations or animation and highlighting for attention cues, the lead researcher completed the coding on the remaining set.

In the second phase, we sought to characterize the Narrative Structure of data videos. Looking at this data through the cinematography lens [13], we opted to analyze the data around four main narrative categories: Establisher, Initial, Peak, and Release. We analyzed the type of content included. Two researchers independently coded five (10%) data videos and refined the coding until they had reached agreement on the segmentation of each sequence (at about 2 seconds precision) and their codes. The lead researcher completed the coding on the remaining videos.

Characterizing the Content of Data Videos

We describe the content of data videos along the two identified dimensions: *Data Visualization Types* and the types of *Attention Cues*.

**Data Visualizations**

In data videos, visual data representations are the primary means for conveying a story. Overall, data videos we collected present a large amount of visuals in a short amount of time. While the average duration of a data video was found to be 3 minutes (ranging from 1 to 7.5 minutes), the average number of data visualizations presented is six (ranging from 1 to 19 visualizations). On average, 48% of the total duration of a data video is dedicated to data visualizations. However, despite this high content dedicated to visualizations, 72% of the data videos tend to rely on only 5 different types of visualizations on average (Figure 2-left). For example, more than half of the data video duration in [7] contains data visualizations but they are limited to only 3 types of representations (scatter plots, bar charts, and maps).

**Attention Cues**

One of the most important and unique design dimensions with regards to data videos are Attention Cues or tactics used to keep viewers engaged during the delivery of a story. We identified nine major types of visual and auditory effects, aimed at drawing the viewer’s attention. These include camera motion effects such as zooming, building tension in the story via soundtracks, and emphasizing salient information via gradual text appearance or highlighting (Figure 2-right). The top three most commonly used effects were animation, appearing/disappearing, and highlighting (e.g., the data video in [6] includes several attention cues). Surprisingly, we did not identify many cues specifically related to data visualizations except for animated sequential data presentation.

Characterizing the Narrative Structure of Data Videos

Narrative is defined as a spoken or written account of connected events [3]. The organization and ordering, in which these connected events are presented (i.e., the narrative structure) may greatly impact the understanding of the narrative and, in case of data videos, the viewing experience. In this section, we present our findings regarding the narrative structure of data videos. We analyzed them through the lens of the dramatic structure as initially defined by Freytag [15] and further refined for visual narratives by Cohn [13]. Below we describe different types of narrative structures encountered, and present findings regarding their content.

**Narrative Structure and Categories**

Following Cohn’s theory of visual narrative structure, we split data videos into temporal sequences and coded these sequences regarding their role in the narrative. We used Cohn’s definitions for the four major narrative categories:

- **Establisher (E)**: sequences that “provide referential information without engaging them in the actions or events of a narrative.”
- **Initial (I)**: sequences that “set the action or event in motion.”
- **Peak (P)**: sequences where “the most important things happen; the culmination of an event or the confluence of numerous events.”
- **Release (R)**: sequences that show “the aftermath of the Peak.”

As described by Cohn, we observed that data video categories are also hierarchical and can be further decomposed into units: sequences that put forward different points contributing to a single category. Figure 3 describes the coding of an example data video [8].

**Narrative Structure Patterns**

A given sequencing of categories and the number of units composing them form a narrative structure pattern. Our analysis revealed many different patterns (Figure 1). Even though some are subsets of others, we show them to demonstrate variety. We labelled these patterns using regular expressions composed of narrative categories: [Element+] where Element is one of {E,I,P,R} and the “+” sign indicates repetition of the preceding element. Among these, three recurrent patterns emerged and we could loosely correlate them to the types of message they convey.
The most common pattern we identified in 34% of the videos is the “E+I+PR+” pattern. Videos following this pattern are usually well-balanced, solidly grounding their story with several units in **Establisher** (E+), building some tension with several units in **Initial** (I+) and leading to a single **Peak** (P), usually occurring around the middle of the video. The multiple **Release** units (R+) ensure ample time for conveying the take away message.

Two other dominant patterns are “E+I+P” and its subset pattern of “EIP”; these structures contain a single **Peak** unit (P) without any **Release** units. Cohn [13] refers to this complex structure as the left-branching tree not commonly seen in comics. Data videos of this narrative structure finish the narrative by leaving the viewer with a “question” or “something to think about” after presenting some facts within the data (e.g., [5]).

We also observed structures that break away from the common pattern with an escalating tension followed by a single **Peak** [15]. First is “E(I*P*)+R+” which depicts data videos including multiple **Peak** units proceeded by multiple **Initial** units. The videos pertaining to this pattern are longer in duration when compared to other patterns and include alternative visualizations of the same aspect of the data or multiple new facts all having the same tension level. Two other surprising patterns are somewhat similar: “E(I*)+” and “E(ER+),” both of which do not contain a distinct **Peak** unit in the narrative structure. The data videos following these patterns present “multiple problems” or “multiple solutions,” respectively.

**Composition of Narrative Categories**

To gain an overview of the relative importance of these categories, we report on the proportion of average time devoted to each category as well as the proportion of data visualizations and attention cues in each of these.

We note that the **Initial** category is the most prominent in data videos (Figure 4) implying that the structures in the data videos break away from the traditional narrative structures in which the Initial category is shorter in duration stretching up to the middle of the narrative where the Peak is (e.g., Buster Keaton’s silent film, the general [2], perfectly aligns with the traditional structure). Figure 5 shows that on average about 60% of the Initial category of units contain some type of data visualization. This finding suggests that data visualizations are used even for setting events in motion and not necessarily for only presenting closing facts, as might be the case when they are used in the **Peak** or **Release** categories of the narrative.
In addition, the proportion of attention cues in each category follows a distribution similar to data visualizations suggesting that they could be directly related and that data visualizations are usually accompanied by some type of attention cue to guide viewers’ attention to the most interesting insight. Attention cues are also used when transitioning between narrative category units to guide viewers’ attention from one scene to the other.

Figure 6 presents the duration distribution of different types of content for each category. As it can be expected, we observed that it is common to initiate the narrative with a question (20%), and conclude the narrative with a spoken or written take away message (30%). Our analysis also revealed that data videos contain a large amount of repetitions: 46% of new facts are accompanied by a repetition. While it may be expected that these repetitions occur later in the video, a good proportion is present in the Initial category (22%). It is also worth noting that several videos introduce new facts in the Release or the last category of the narrative (27%). For example the video in Figure 1 includes new facts in Release units as further evidence of the claim made in the peak.

STUDY 2: ANALYSIS OF STORYBOARDING PROCESS

Continuing our mission for understanding data videos and to complement our findings from Study 1, we conducted a second study to gain insights on the process of creating data videos. We designed a series of workshops to observe how professional storytellers create data video storyboards.

Methodology

Participants

We recruited 13 experienced storytellers (5 female and 8 male, aged 27 to 65 years) for our study, asking them to create storyboards for data videos. We recruited participants with formal training and significant experience crafting stories for a wide audience through motion graphics with or without data visualizations (4 participants), cinematographic pieces including trailers, advertisements, TV series, and movies (5 participants), and other storytelling format such as screenplay, novels, comics, and infographics (4 participants). We conducted five sessions with pairs having the same background and three sessions with a single participant. Participants were unfamiliar with one another.

Study Material

We opted to provide all of our participants with a set of facts and visualizations to select from to create a data video storyboard. We selected data of general interest on marriage and divorce [1]. We hypothesized that such data could lead to polarized take away messages such as advocating for or against marriage, stimulating discussions between participants and possibly leading to different design or narrative structures.

Using our findings in Study 1 and four pilots with one pair and three single students in cinematography and human-computer interaction, we refined the facts and visualizations to use. We extracted a set of 12 different data facts covering several distinct topics in hopes of providing enough material for participants to create different stories. Examples of facts we provided are “the majority of divorces happen between ages 40 and 44”, “the average duration of marriage before divorce is 10 years”, “there are peaks in the number of divorces after world war 2 in 1945 and after the divorce reform act in 1971”. To illustrate each of the facts, we used 22 data visualizations and infographics all of which were amongst the most common types found through our first study and extracted from blogs or news websites covering these stories such as the Guardian; or created from the raw data using Excel.

Procedure

We conducted 3-hour sessions including a 15 to 20 minutes break in the middle. We initiated the session with a presentation of the study and a collection of demographics. Participants watched two data videos and we presented a hand-drawn storyboard we created for one of them to illustrate the type of output we expected. To motivate them to create the most compelling data video, we told them they would enter a contest with other groups. The most compelling storyboard would win a prize.
An experimenter was present in the experimental room at all times, to introduce the data and later play the role of the data analyst, answering questions about data and visualizations. The experimenter instructed participants to build their story from the data given to them, not allowing them to search or make up new information. The experimenter also informed the participants that data visualizations were provided as examples only and they were encouraged to design or alter the visual representations to best fit their story. Participants built their storyboards on pen and paper, using pens, pencils, markers, rulers, scissors, and colored sticky notes. We asked them to provide enough details for us to create the actual video from the storyboard. We also instructed them to “think aloud” (if single) and video recorded the session. Finally, the experimenter conducted a semi-structured interview, asking participants to describe the video they envisioned from the storyboard, to comment on their design process, and gather their impression on the quality of their story. Participants received two software gratuities.

**Session and Storyboard Analysis**
We collected 10 storyboards and recorded over 24 hours of video from the eight storyboarding sessions we conducted. We analyzed videos of the sessions using an open-coding approach as well as the narrative structure codes from Study 1. Two researchers (who had observed and conducted sessions) developed two initial code-sets independently, and reached to an agreement on a final code-set by iteratively coding 10% of the videos. Based on these codes, one researcher proceeded to code the remaining videos.

**Characterizing Storyboard Elements/Appearance**
We collected a diverse set of storyboards, differing not only in their form but in their content and general intent. In this section, we do not present a deep analysis of their structure as storyboards collected were not finalized but report on key observations on their content. As an example of the artefacts we collected, Figure 7 shows a short storyboard (S10) calling viewers to action, such as collectively working toward reducing divorce rates.

**Narrative Structure**
We were generally surprised by the variety of stories that could be told with the same data. We gathered the intent and take away message during the final walkthrough and reported them in Table 1. All finished storyboards could be matched to narrative structure patterns we identified in study 1. For example, factual stories employed an EI+ narrative structure without any peak, but rather going over a subset of facts in order. In contrast, the storyboards building tension, or reflecting participants’ viewpoints featured a peak towards the second third of the storyboard, utilizing E+I+P, one of the most common narrative structure pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Story Type</th>
<th>Storyboard Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factual</td>
<td>S1 &amp; S2. Presents temporal trends in marriage and divorce rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>S3. Presents temporal trends in marriage and divorce rates and speculate on reasons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tension builders</td>
<td>S4. Unveils only part of the trends then reveal recent changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>S5. “Are they going to divorce?”. Sets up a married couple undergoing therapy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View points</td>
<td>S6. “Marriage is not inevitable”. Advocates that lower marriage rates correspond to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>a positive societal change where unmarried people are better accepted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S7. “Marriages can still work out”. Advocates that even if divorces are going up,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>there are marriages that last.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S10. “Marriage rates are going down, let’s turn this around”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inciting Reflection</td>
<td>S8. “Marriage is not about couples, it is about individuals”. Demonstrate that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>higher divorce rates today from the fact that it is less advantageous for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>individuals”.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Strategies to Engage Viewers

As most storyboards we collected were not polished (due to time limitations), we do not report the detailed account on visual effects or animations used in them. However, we identified a recurring viewer engagement strategy: the degree of personification of the story. Participants in 4 sessions explicitly discussed introducing recurrent human figures or topic-related recognizable objects (e.g., wedding ring or cake) to raise the degree of personification of the video and help the viewer relate to the message and project themselves in the video. In fact, only 2 storyboards did not feature these elements; and for one of them the participant commented that she did not add human characters by lack of time. The remaining storyboards had varying personification degrees, from a few pictograms and icons to the integration of realistic objects or human acted video footage.

Characterizing the Storyboarding Process

Our analysis of the session videos revealed four main activities participants engaged with during the session. We first describe what these activities encompass and report our findings on their temporal sequencing.

Four Main Activities

The first category of activities we identified dealt with reading and interpreting data and the corresponding visualizations. As all participants had to do this before they start building their story (see green segments in Figure 8), it is not surprising that they dedicated the beginning of the session to these activities. Interestingly, in 3 out of 5 pairs, this task was mostly achieved by one participant while the other took notes or started composing a narrative structure.

The second category of activities we observed centered on selecting data and corresponding visualizations and physically grouping them into piles of interest (see blue segments in Figure 8). This process was closely coupled with the read and interpret process in 5 of the cases. Participants in 4 of the sessions made a first round of decisions on which information to use or to discard, even before discussing a general story line. For example, one participant referred to this process as “looking for inspiration for a story.” It is also interesting to note that a common criterion for selecting data visualizations was its complexity and the estimated low visual literacy of a broad audience. Two participants pointed out the need to “simplify and appeal to a very broad audience.” This finding correlates with our analysis of visualization types in study 1.

The third category of activities focused on discussing and crafting the narrative structure and the content of its different categories (see red segments in Figure 8). Amongst activities belonging to this category, about 30% of the time on average was dedicated to identifying the general theme, figuring out a logical flow and identifying meaningful connections between scenes. 49% of the time on average was devoted to identifying a Peak, the ending scene and discussing the take-away message. Most interesting discussions revolved around the creation of a rhythm in the video. Specifically, finding a good opening scene to hook the viewer and integrating salient points distributed throughout the video to keep the viewer watching until the end of the video were discussed in 7 sessions. Hooks people discussed dealt with posing questions that a general audience could have, identifying a controversial point or a statement contradictory to popular belief. Participants also discussed the need of several Peaks in the story, where important points are clearly stated, repeated or summarized.

Finally, a set of activities was dedicated to integrating strategies to engage viewers (see orange segments in Figure 8). Participants felt that it was crucial to include such strategies to avoid overwhelming the viewers with massive amounts of data referred to by one participant (G2) as “information dump.” The line is sometimes blurred between activities for making the narrative structure more compelling and activities aiming at story material to engage viewers. In coding activities in this category, we focused exclusively on discussions and design of techniques that can be dissociated from the story content such as the addition of animation, sound effects or various visual effects. Groups with “graphic/motion graphic design” background spent significantly more time on this process (20 minutes more).
Non-Linear and Iterative Process

While participants devoted about the same amount of time for each set of activities overall (Figure 8-left), our detailed analysis of the activities during the sessions (Figure 8-right) confirmed that the creation process was non-linear. Participants in all eight sessions alternated between different set of activities. For example G3 (3rd sequence from top in Figure 8) closely coupled selecting data and crafting the narrative structure (blue and red segments) and later in the session alternated between crafting the narrative structure and integrating strategies to engage viewers (red and orange segments). We were surprised to observe some participants (e.g. G3) incorporating user engagement strategies early in the session, before having crafted an end-to-end narrative structure or even before deciding on a take-away message.

We also observed that the process was iterative. Participants may craft an end-to-end narrative structure with a first set of data and visualizations and iteratively add to their storyboard. This could either be done by selecting additional data visualization to expand on some points, or by altering the narrative structure to integrate elements to engage viewers. Semi-structured interviews at the end of the session revealed two types of iterative process. A writer in G1 explained that she works in waves, as she write novels: first crafting a logical flow from end-to-end, second reviewing this flow to extract the most exciting plot, adding and removing elements, third integrating engaging elements such as humor or recurring characters and fourth designing visual materials to provide a consistent feel. In contrast, a motion graphics designer in G3 explained that he would build a complete vision in his head, capture it through a rough draft and iterate on this draft to turn it into a product.

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

We summarize our main findings regarding common practices for data videos design and derive a set of implications for data video authoring tool for novices.

Data Video Content

Visualization types: It is not surprising that the designers of data videos heavily rely on data visualizations to present the facts within data (48% of the total duration on average). However, despite the viewers’ general impression that data videos each feature diverse custom visualizations, most videos rely on only a few types of well-known visualizations (e.g. bar charts, pictographs, and maps).

Limiting novice designers to a small set of commonly used visualization types but giving them the flexibility to customize their rendering options and color palette would appear as a good strategy to enable the creation of data videos that may be comprehensible to a large audience. Along this line, one of the most powerfully customizable, yet easily understood visual representations is certainly the pictograph, composed of icons representing data units. While most visual analytics tools and commercial charting tools do not offer much support to create these visualizations, they are heavily present in data videos and certainly should feature in data video authoring software.

Whether an authoring tool should also support the creation of more advanced visual representations, or even help authors design their own custom visual encodings remains an open question. We believe that such a direction could prove beneficial but would require assisting the author into creating an accompanying set of visuals and attention cues to help a general viewer correctly decode and understand the visualization. Further research is needed to understand how to preserve viewer engagement while respecting the general level of visual literacy as seen in our current day society.

Attention Cues: Attention cues are used throughout data videos to guide viewer attention, highlight specific parts of the data, or help a seamless transition between different aspects of data. While camera effects, highlighting, and text animations are commonly integrated in presentation software such as PowerPoint, data video authoring should also provide support for including voice narration and soundtrack which are present in almost all data videos we studied. Enabling authors to carefully time these different cues to support the narrative rather than obfuscating the facts poses a challenge. By guiding authors into using an explicit narrative structure for their videos, hints on the type, frequency and strength of attention cues they can use, based on concrete examples as from our sample list, can help authors achieve the right balance.

We were also surprised that only few of these attention cues were tightly coupled with the data (mostly highlighting and filtering). Other cues such as gradually changing the layout or visual encoding according to different data attributes could enhance data videos with data-driven attention cues.

Engaging Viewers: Our observations in both studies indicate that the audience is more engaged if facts told in the story relate to something they know. Observations from workshops hinted at several degrees of personification, such as including human figures or object icons, introducing recurring characters or human-acted video footages (e.g., initiating the video on marriage statistics by the video footage of the UK royal wedding in Figure 7). Supporting authors in finding such assets and enabling them to tightly couple them with visualizations (e.g., animating a pie chart into a wedding ring, using the wedding ring in a pictograph) would ease one of the most tedious part of visual editing. In addition, providing features to tie the video together, such as including recurring animated characters or objects (e.g., whiteboard sketching hand as in the VideoScribe software) could help create more engaging videos.

Narrative Structure

Narrative Categories: We believe that identifying different building blocks of a narrative (Establisher, Initial, Peak, and Release) could play a central role in a data video authoring tool. Making these building blocks explicit and suggesting the types of content commonly used in them, as well as their
duration, could certainly streamline the process. In particular, we observed that authors of data videos generally include a small number of different facts about the data but tend to repeat these facts with alternate visualizations. Supporting authors in clearly identifying the data facts they introduce and providing features to ease the generation of repetitions of these facts with alternative representations would streamline the process. By providing statistics on common practices and making the video structure more explicit, authors may reflect on the video content they are creating and adjust the information density to their audience.

**Narrative Structure:** We observed that there are many different arrangements for the units composing the narrative. Thus, it seems important to provide flexible narrative structure, allowing authors to generate their own patterns. It would be also useful to provide sample templates based on our observations that guide the author through a selected narrative structure by making sure the right narrative units are defined and sequenced according to common practices. In particular, showcasing patterns that tend to be associated with different types of videos (e.g., “call-to-action” or “educational” videos) may guide authors in making well-structured videos for their intended messages. For example, a call-to-action could benefit from building tension through repeating several units of the Initial narrative category, concluding with a single Peak unit. Educational data videos, on the other hand, may have multiple Peak units for teaching about different aspects of the topic.

**One-of-a-kind Data Video:** There is a trade-off between encouraging novices to follow common practices and enabling them to create a one-of-a-kind engaging and memorable data video. We believe that a successful authoring tool will limit authors in some dimensions (e.g., types of visualizations, narrative categories) to ensure they create comprehensible narratives; while enabling them to customize other dimensions (e.g., visual rendering, narrative structure pattern) to create unique one-of-a-kind videos. In particular, we believe that suggesting alternatives at the right time of the video creation process can stimulate creativity by giving authors a glimpse of other possible choices. This could be achieved by incorporating video sample examples (by analogy to code examples in programming environments) to show a diverse set of designs and inspire authors.

**Authoring Process**

**Non-linear and Iterative Process:** We collected evidence that crafting data video storyboards is a non-linear process and requires going back to the data throughout the process. We expect it to be even more common if we enable end-users to create data video. This process is also dependent on the authors’ background and work practices. Some authors envision everything at once including the story, custom-made graphics, and animation while others build a logical flow with abstractions of the facts (e.g., outline notes, default visualizations, etc.), go back to add elements that will engage viewers, return to edit the visualizations, and finally take another iteration to dissociate the logical flow from the story plot and the story material. An authoring tool with storyboarding facilities based on rapid sketching may help in capturing the authors’ initial vision and allow iterative refinement. Such a tool can also integrate features to enable authors to easily go back and forth between different storyboarding activities.

**DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS**

Findings from study 1 are reported from our analysis of a limited corpus of videos. While we believe results from study 1 are likely to generalize to other online data videos provided for the general public consumption, further studies are required to examine data videos designed for a specific audience or targeted to a specific discipline or industry. We expect that further research will expand our corpus and build on our findings.

We decided on several criteria to include data videos from the limited inventory of available videos online, such as number of views or rank in the search results. However, assessing their actual quality, whether or not they comply with best design practices, or the level of engagement of their audience remains an open research question. More research on audience reactions is needed to develop appropriate metrics for evaluating these data videos and their reception by the audience. A key challenge is that such evaluation metrics depend on factors such as intended message, audience background as well as accurate measures to capture engagement. Creating such metrics could help advance storytelling research and pursue exciting questions such as investigating most compelling narrative structures.

Considering study 2, we originally aimed at recruiting experienced designers of data videos. However, since data video storytelling is a relatively new phenomenon, recruiting enough participants specializing in this medium proved challenging. We broadened our selection criteria and recruited participants with formal training (i.e., having a degree or certificate) and significant experience creating stories with and without videos. We believe that triangulating the perspectives of these experienced “storytellers” with diverse backgrounds is still valuable to understand the creation process.

As with all laboratory studies there are tradeoffs in studying experts outside of their working environment in a relatively short period of time. While longitudinal studies with individuals in work settings may be necessary to deeply understand each step of the creation process, our goal was rather to gain an overview of design practices and understand if and how they may vary amongst different individuals or professions. Engaging with 13 of these experts over 3-hour sessions shed some light on the diversity and breadth in crafting storyboards and enabled us to derive a set of general implications for supporting the creation process of novices.
CONCLUSION
Data videos are a relatively new yet popular medium for storytelling with data. Our research community can benefit from in-depth studies than help to catalog our knowledge on this exciting medium. Such knowledge can also inform the design of tools to make it possible for a broader audience to craft compelling ones. We consider our work a step toward this goal. Through two exploratory studies, we advance the body of knowledge on what constitutes data videos as well as provide insights on the processes involved to create them. We first reported on the qualitative analysis of 50 data videos, extracting their most salient elements including types of visualizations and attention cues. We also examined their narrative structure and described the wide range of patterns used in data videos. Finally, we observed how experienced storytellers from cinematography and screenplay writing design storyboards for data videos and reported on their process. We concluded on a set of broader implications for the design of data video authoring tools to enable general users to create the necessary pieces. In the future, we plan to iteratively design a data video authoring tool to assist novice users in creating engaging and memorable one-of-a-kind data videos.
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